This paper presents annual estimates of total and per-capita GDP at 1910 prices for the regions of Imperial Austria from the origin of the Dual Monarchy (1867) to the eve of WWI (1913). The time paths of regional GDP are estimated from the yield of the tax on the transfer of real and financial property which is itself very highly correlated with the Schulze (2007) estimates of regional GDP for census years (1870, 1880, 1890, 1900, and 1910). The relative continuity or discontinuity of per-capita GDP growth partitions Austria's regions into two groups. Clear evidence of discontinuity (a "take-off") is present in Carniola, Carinthia, Salzburg, Styria, Littoral, Tyrol, and to some extent Moravia. In Lower and Upper Austria, Bohemia, Silesia, Galicia, Bukovina, and Dalmatia there is instead no evidence of structural break in their growth rates. Significant drops in the level of pcGDP do occur (as in Lower Austria and Bohemia after the 1873 financial crash) but have moderate effects on the growth of subsequent years. Regional (per-capita) inequality is also evaluated using standard measures. The coefficient of variation and Theil index follow a U-shape curve: after a decline lasted about 15 years they both rise and point to, from ca. 1885, growing divergence.
Introduction
This paper studies the economic evolution of the regions of Imperial Austria from the origin of the Dual Monarchy (1867) to the eve of WWI (1913) .
1 Good (1994) , Good and Ma (1998) , and most recently Schulze (2007) have provided constant-regional GDP estimates for the five census years (at decadal intervals from 1870 to 1910); we expand the latest of these benchmarks estimates into annual series, using tax yields as the index of year-to-year movements. We focus specifically on the Business Tax, which comprised a battery of duties on the transfer of real or financial assets, court acts and petitions, cheques, train tickets, insurance contracts, and so on. The main justification for using the Business Tax as the time-series proxy is two-fold. Logically, that tax was far more sensitive to current business conditions than other taxes, based essentially on cadastral assessments; empirically, in the census-year cross-sections the yield of that tax is highly correlated with the (Schulze) estimates of regional GDP, even in per-capita terms.
Annual estimates open a battery of issues to analysis; we focus on two, respectively the relative continuity or discontinuity of the growth rate, and the evolution of regional inequality. To investigate the first issue, we estimate a local linear trend (LLT) regression model separately for each region's GDP (in percapita terms, to allow for the relative size, and different demographics, of the various regions). The LLT model imposes minimal constraints, as it provides a general class encompassing a range from a random walk to a deterministic trend, among which it discriminates by considering the persistence of GDP shocks. The relative size and significance of the parameter estimates for the various regions suggest that these can be rather neatly separated into two groups. One otherwise heterogeneous group includes among others Lower Austria (with the Imperial capital), industrialized Bohemia, and rural Galicia.
2 The regions in this group typically present breaks in the level, but not in the rate of growth, of per capita GDP: the latter may have displayed major, sudden variations in level (notably in the early 1870s and around the turn of the century), but these had a limited effect on the rate of growth of subsequent years. The regions of the other group, largely of Southern Alpine regions, instead show a clear discontinuity in the rate of growth, typically in the 1880s, that suggests a more pronounced change in the structure of the local economy.
The effects of the crisis of 1873 on Austria's economic growth are much debated (Gerschenkron, 1977; Good, 1991; Schulze, 1997) . The new annual estimates allow one to consider the issue within a regional framework. In the Empire's core regions of Lower Austria, Bohemia, and Moravia the real effects of the 1873 crisis appear to have been dramatic: though the growth rate turned positive from the mid-1870s, it took a decade or even more to return to pre-crash levels.
The evolution of regional disparities over time is initially examined using such standard measures as the coefficient of variation and the cross-sectional standard deviation. Both indicators point to convergence in per-capita GDP until the early 1880s, and then divergence (presumably tied to the above-noted Source: see text.
acceleration of growth, during the 1880s, in some regions but not in others). A Theil entropy index (additively separable into "within" and "between" components) is also calculated; it requires a partition of the country's territory into macro-regions, which we obtain "endogenously" through a standard hierarchical cluster analysis to regional per capita GDP. Lower Austria, well above the national average, emerges as a one-member group. Bohemia, Salzburg, and Upper Austria, also above the national average although less so, form a second cluster; a third group includes six regions (Carinthia, Littoral, Moravia, Silesia, Styria, and Tyrol-Vorarlberg) near the national average; the fourth contains the residual, relatively poor regions of Bukovina, Galicia, Dalmatia, and Carniola.
3
Most of the variation seems due to the between component, that is, to differences between macro areas, while heterogeneity within macro areas plays a negligible role. Most of Imperial Austria grew rapidly from the mid-1890s; the fourth, poor group did not, and its poor performance seems to account for the measures increase in regional inequality.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the alternative approaches to estimating historical regional GDP. Section 3 presents the sources and methods behind the proposed estimates of regional GDP at 1910 prices. Section 4 considers the appropriate statistical models for regional per capita GDP and proposes a grouping of Imperial Austria's regions based on the relative continuity or discontinuity of their economic growth. Within that framework, the "real" effects of the 1873 crash on the regional economies are discussed. Section 5 focuses on the temporal evolution of alternative measures of inequality in the level of per capita GDP. Section 6 summarizes the main findings.
On regional GDP estimates
Economic historians are often involved in statistical reconstructions of the main economic aggregates, with GDP -and its major components (agriculture, industry, and services) -representing the most recurrent case. Total GDP is interesting per se as measure of aggregate economic performance of a country or region but also as base for calculating pcGDP, which is the usual, albeit rough, measure used to assess the evolution of the standards of living. The task of direct estimates, based on the quantitative reconstruction of the effective physical production, is often demanding and time consuming, given the poor set of historical sources often available. The few documented sectors are often those related to the public sector. When States run an economic activity directly, the tobacco monopoly is a leading case, data are typically abundant. One can easily reconstruct the annual time series of the various manufactured products at the very local level.
4 When States delegate an economic activity to private companies, as in the case of railways, data are also often rich and detailed. When an economic activity is artisanal in nature and widely diffused on the territory, the quantitative information if often scanty and limited to the population or industrial censuses.
5 To exemplify, estimating the role of blacksmiths within the engineering sector is by far a more complicated task than estimating the contribution of, say, the celebrated Wien Maschinenfabrik of Herr Sigl.
6 When one has to do with statistical reconstructions at the national level, some source of information beside the censuses, such as the data on international trade, is usually available even in the less fortunate situation. So that one can attempt to reconstruct, at least tentatively, the possible evolution of economic variable of interest between census years. This is usually not the case when dealing with regional statistical reconstructionsn that are thus altogether more complicated (and time consuming) than those at the national level. Often benchmark regional estimates referring to census years are the only available options. Not surprisingly, since the early contributions by Bairoch (1976) and Crafts (1983) , economic historians have often recurred to indirect estimates of GDP, or other economic aggregates.
7 Following a comparative approach, both Bairoch and Crafts estimated national GDP for a number of countries in both 19th and 20th century. Avoiding details, the estimates proposed in these works are based on proxy variables (ranging from the number of posted letters to the consumption of coal) that correlate highly enough with GDP in a given 'subsequent' year. Assuming that the relation between GDP and its proxy is stable enough, the latter 4 To get an idea of the richness of information available for the Austrian tobacco industry, one can consult the annual publication Tabellen zur Statistik des Österreichischen TabakMonopol, reporting the production and sales of manufactured tobacco, in both physical and monetary terms, for each single product (cigars, cigarettes, and the like) and separately by region.
5 The example in the main text refers to the quantitative historical information, and is perhaps valid for the case of 19th century. It does not of course apply to present days, when private actors produce terabytes of daily information. The case of multinational retail corporations that run chains of large discount department stores is emblematic. Walmart, to give an example, is credited to handle more than 1 million customer transactions every hour.
6 The related documentation is so rich that one can date exactly to 1870 the year of production of the 1000th Maschinenfabrik steam locomotive. We refer the reader to Schulze (1996) and literature therein for the detail of the case.
7 A recent contribution with an extensive review of the literature is Broadberry and Klein (2012) .
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is then used to project GDP backward. Indirect estimates have been applied also in the cases of statistical reconstructions at the regional level. Borrowing from Crafts (1983) the proxy-data approach, Good (1994) estimates GDP for five census years (1870 to 1910) and for twenty-two regions of the Habsburg empire. Within a standard regression framework Good used in particular a set of variables as regressors (including labour force in the non-agricultural sector, death rates, and number of letters posted in per-capita terms) to predict GDP.
8
The study by G. Mortara proposes indirect regional estimates of economic activity for the case of 19th century Italy. Mortara collected data on a set of indicators and proposed an index of the regional economic activity for the years 1900 and 1911 circa. The Mortara index includes in particular unweighted data on ten variables (including heterogeneous items such as total industrial labour force and horse power, letters posted, savings, expenditure on tobacco and, of interest here, business tax).
9 Estimates of annual GDP of Italian provinces based on indirect taxes have also been recently proposed in a study on the demand for tobacco in post-Unification Italy.
10 Recent works have obtained regional GDP estimates following the methodology first proposed by Geary and Stark (2002) .
11 This methodology allocates national GDP (often directly estimated) to regions according to the shares of employment corrected by wages, which are used to represent productivity. While the approach is not immune from criticisms, it has the advantage of not relying on purely proxy variables, as the regional estimates are obtained by allocating the national figures (obtained from direct estimates) with regional labour force shares. An inevitable shortcoming of this "bottom-down" approach is that it can only be applied to obtain estimates referring to census years, when the total labour force is known. This precludes the construction of annual regional GDP series. We, followers of the cult of the lazy economic historian, propose in this paper annual indirect estimates of regional GDP for the case of Austria from 1867 to 1913. While our estimates replicate those proposed by Schulze (2007) for census years, no immediate evidence on production is used in the remaining intercensual years. Rather, we resort on using our suitable proxy from fiscal data, as illustrated in the next section.
The new GDP estimates for Austrian regions: sources and methods
The proposed estimates of regional GDP series at 1910 prices are based on fiscal data. Our statistical reconstructions use in particular a subset of the indirect taxes, that we refer to as "Business Tax." The previous label is taken as such from the historical sources described in Appendix A and used to obtain the nominal tax revenues reported in Table A1 . 12 Business taxes refer broadly to 8 Pammer (1997) casts doubts on the robustness of Good's results. 9 The Mortara's index is used by Hatton and Williamson (1998), pp. 95-122 in their study on Italian migrations. 10 Ciccarelli and De Fraja (2014) . 11 See, among others, Crafts (2004) for Britain, Schulze (2007) for Austria-Hungary, Rosés et Al. (2010) for Spain, Enflo et Al. (2010), and Felice (2011) for Italy.
12 The authors of the present piece are not particularly familiar with the German language. The historical source "Bollettino di statistica comparata" written in Italian and storing detailed quantitative information on various items of the public budget of European states at transfers of property and stamp duties. They represented a widely diffused and consolidated form of taxation in the European fiscal systems of the time. As Adam Smith put it "These modes of taxation by stamp duties and by duties upon registration, are of very modern invention. In the course of little more than a century, however, stamp duties have, in Europe, become almost universal, and duties upon registration extremely common."
13 Within the Austrian fiscal system the business tax comprises taxes on transfers of property and other contracts for real assets, such as lets and mortgages, which required transcription onto the Land Registry, and on transfers of financial assets such stocks and bonds, it also includes all required stamp duties on such disparate items as court acts and petitions, IOUs, cheques, train, tram and theatre tickets, playing cards, newspapers, insurance and so on.
14 Alternative fiscal indicators could be of course used to approximate GDP. The most obvious alternative would probably be to use total taxes. However, we decide not to pursue this approach for essentially two reasons. The first, more general in nature and not directly related to the Austrian case, is the following. Total taxation includes direct taxes. The latter were essentially wealth taxes, and therefore had a relatively narrow basis with a number of taxpayers limited to a subset of the wealthiest households.
15 The remaining reasons for not using direct taxes are instead specifically related to Austria. The Austrian fiscal system was reshaped in 1896 when a new system of direct taxation was introduced. 16 The new system was the result of a political debate that lasted for decades, since at the least the introduction of the income tax in 1849. Giants of the time, the likes of E. Böhm-Bawerk, then chief of the direct revenues department, were involved on the matter. The 1896 reform introduced a progressive system that covered all sources of income. The new "law affecting the direct personal taxes" defined taxable income as "the sum of all revenues in money or in money's worth to the individual, including the rental value of his house and the value of his product consumed for family purposes, after deducting interest on indebtedness, as well as all expenses incurred in securing the revenues."
17 Revenues from income taxes increased considerably (by some fifty percent) in the three years following the reform.
18 Figure 2 , panel A reports the temporal evolution of both real GDP and Business Tax at national level. Total taxes at constant prices are also the beginning of the 19th century was thus crucial to our study. Luckily enough, full reference to the original national source, such as for instance the Mitteilungen des K.K. FinanzMinisteriums, is always given in the "Bollettino", that represented thus our ersatz Rosetta stone.
13 Smith (1776), Book V, Chapter II. Cardoso and Lains (2010) provides a detailed historical account of the long-term evolution of fiscal systems in a set of European states.
14 See, for instance, Bollettino di Statistica Comparata (1901-02) pp. 151-167. An account on stamp duties in contemporary Austria and other European countries is in Gibb (1989) .
15 Consumption taxes were likely skewed in the opposite direction: they were levied on specific goods including, but not limited to, gunpowder, sugar, beer, and wine. Eddie (1982) , p. 14 reports that the beer tax alone accounted for 12 per cent of total Austrian government revenue in 1870; the beer-tax receipts in Austria were about twelve times what they were in Hungary, while the spirits and wine taxes brought in very similar sums in the two countries. The differences were reflections both of dissimilar consumption preferences and of different levels of per capita income.
16 On the temporal evolution of the Austrian fiscal system during the 19th century see Eddie (1982 Eddie ( , 1989 , and the more recent Pammer (2010) .
17 Thus Seligman (1914) , p. 332. On the 1896 reform see also Sieghart (1898 Business tax GDP (Schulze 2000) Business tax and total taxes accounted on average for about one and ten percent of GDP. The proposed business tax variable seems able to track the temporal evolution of the GDP series better than total taxes. The cyclical upswings of the late 1860s and late 1890s -and the subsequent years of stagnation are particularly evident in one case (business tax), less so in the other (GDP). Panel B of the same figure refers instead to annual growth rates. Short run fluctuations are particularly pronounced in the business tax series while the variability of the GDP series, including "smooth components" like the services, is less pronounced. The 1872 huge spike, only present in one case, also represents a clear element that distinguishes the two series. The arguments given so far, whether theoretical, institutional, or empirical in nature, were directed to bring water to the mill of the proposed business tax variable as a plausible proxy of national GDP. The text below provides additional and more sounded evidence at the regional level. As a preliminary step to obtain our tax-based proxy for regional GDP we converted the nominal figures reported in Table A1 into real ones. Real business tax receipts (RBT i,t , where the indices i and t refer respectively to regions and time) were in particular obtained by using the regional cost of living index recently proposed by Cvrcek (2013) .
20 The (rounded) estimated values of RBT i,t at census years are reported in Table 1 . In order to 19 The GDP estimates are those given in Schulze (2000) , business tax and total tax series are at constant 1910 prices. Nominal figures were deflated using the cost of living index provided in Mühlpeck V. et al. (1994) . National business figures are those obtained by summing the regional data reported in Table A1 Source: see text.
assess the soundness of the (RBT i,t ) proxy we then evaluated its correlation at census years with the GDP estimates by Schulze (2007) , also reported in Table 1. The estimated correlations were encouragingly high: .87 (for 1870), .90 (for 1880), .87 (1890), . 81 (1900), and .85 (1910) . 21 As additional evidence of their strict relation, Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of RBT (measured on the left y axis) and GDP (measured on the right axis) across Austrian regions.
22
While RBT "overpredicts" ("underpredicts") systematically GDP in the case of Lower Austria (Bohemia and Galicia) the two distribution are considerably close.
23 Table 1 reports explicitly, but only for the census years, the number behind Figure 3 .
Once established, essentially through the crude argument that correlations are "high enough" in benchmark years, that RBT i,t can be considered as a plausible proxy for GDP i,t , we obtained annual estimates of regional GDP using a simple three steps algorithm. In the first step we computed the terms RAT IO i,t = SGDP i,t /RBT i,t separately for each region and for each of the five census years (1870, 1880, 1890, 1900, and 1910) , where SGDP i,t denotes the GDP estimates by Schulze (2007) . In the second step, we linearly interpolated the above ratios separately by region and obtained the annual time series of the variable RAT IO i,t for the years from 1867 to 1913. The underlying hypothesis is that the relation between SGDP and RBT is relatively stable during intercensual years. In the third and concluding step, we finally obtained the desired estimates by simple multiplication: 1870, 1880, 1890, 1900, 21 The sample correlation between RBT and the income estimate by Savorgnan (1912) referring to the years 1898, 1904, 1908 was even higher and above .95 in each year considered. The study by Savorgnan considers the income distribution in the provinces and cities of Austria with a population over 100,000.
22 For the sake of completeness, Figure 3 also reports a comparison with Savorgnan estimates for the years 1898, 1904, and 1908 . The similarity between RBT and Savorgnan's estimates is particularly high, but, in the lack of similar estimates for earlier years, it is of no practical use.
23 According to the estimates given by Schulze (2007) , Lower Austria, Bohemia, and Galicia accounted in 1910 for about 20, 30, ad 16 percent of the national GDP. Population shares of the national total were, in the same year, as follows: 12 percent (Lower Austria), 24 percent (Bohemia), and 28 percent (Galicia). With one exception (Silesia), with about nine percent of the national population in 1910, the remaining regions have reduced population percentages ranging from less than one percent (Salzburg) to some five percent (Moravia). 
1910
a The business tax (BT) is always represented on the left y axis. Panels referring to census years (1870, 1880, 1890, 1901, and 1910) report GDP figures (Schulze 2007 ) on the right y axis. Panels referring to the non-census years (1898, 1904, and 1908) report income estimates by Savorgnan (1912) on the right y axis.
Source: see text.
and 1910. 24 The estimated figures of regional GDP at constant 1910 prices covering the years from 1867 to 1913 are reported in Table A3 . They form the quantitative basis of the economic analysis considered in the subsequent sections. 25 The following section starts the analysis of the new series by looking at patterns of continuity or discontinuity of regional pcGDP.
The continuity and discontinuity of growth: regional patterns
Continuity and discontinuity, as it is well known, are to economic historians nothing more than narrative devices, and at level of aggregation here considered (GDP) the possible findings of the analysis are to be taken with the due caution.
26 While keeping the above reasoning in mind, it is worth recalling that the debate among historians interested in the economic development of 19th century Austria includes inevitably two related topics: the negative consequences of the 1873 financial crises and the tardive recover after it. A partial list of the main contributions on the matter surely includes Rudolph (1976) , Gerschenkron (1977) , Good (1978) , Komlos (1978) , and the more recent Schulze (1997) . This section contributes to the above debate by considering it from a regional perspective. We start the analysis by searching for appropriate statistical models for regional pcGDP. The approach followed in this section rests on regression models known in the statistical literature as local linear trend (LLT) models.
27
LLT models owe their popularity to their capability to encompass famous alternative models for pcGDP, including the case of random walk and that of deterministic linear trend. The latter represents possibly the easiest statistical model for (the log of) pcGDP (y t ) and is thus a useful starting point:
The term a is usually referred to as the constant and b as the regression coefficient. The error term is then assumed to be well behaved. Local linear trend (LLT) models simply generalize the above setting by letting both a and b vary over time, hence the "local" part of their name. LLT models can be formulated as follows:
where t = 1867, 1868, . . . , 1913, and the error terms satisfy standard distributional assumptions. The model assumes that the trend of the y variable (referring to the log of pcGDP) can be decomposed into a level equation (a t ) and a slope equation (b t ). The beauty of the above formulation is that encompasses a set of alternative models. Three cases are of particular interest. The first case occurs when the variance of the σ ξ and of σ ζ terms are set to zero. In this case the standard regression model of equation 1 emerges. The second case occurs when the variance of σ ζ is set to zero. In this case y t follows a random walk (plus drift). Finally when σ ξ is set to zero, y t is said to follow an integrated random walk, of which the celebrated Hodrick-Prescott filter is a special case. Which model is more appropriate is thus an empirical question depending on the estimated values of σ ξ and σ ζ that play a crucial role in this framework.
28
Figure 4 provides a first summary of the estimation results, separating regions rather neatly in two groups depending on continuity/discontinuity of their growth process. The first (Group A henceforth) is characterized by a growth process of pcGDP that has a constant pace over time, although sudden variations of its level may occur. The second (Group B henceforth) is instead characterized by a growth process of pcGDP whose pace changes over time. While the map is informative, it says nothing about the temporal dimension of the regional growth. The latter is illustrated in Figure 5 Panel A. The figure refers to regions belonging to Group A and reports, on a common scale, the (log) of pcGDP and the estimated level of its trend form 1867 to 1913. Even a quick glance reveals that Group A is highly heterogeneous. It includes the aside-from-the-mass case of Lower Austria, industrial regions (Upper Austria, and especially so Bohemia and Silesia), agricultural-based Carpathian regions (Galicia, and Bukovina), and backward Dalmatia. The case of Upper Austria, that shows an about constant pcGDP over the last two decades considered, is particularly evident as it represents a clear exception within the group. Heterogeneity is not limited to the levels of pcGDP, as the group includes both slow (above all Dalmatia) and fast (above all Silesia) growing regions. What is of particular interest here is that for regions belonging to Group A the norm concerning the temporal evolution of pcGDP's trend is represented by a substantial variability of its level and, at the same time, an essentially constant rate of growth (the slope component).
30 Continuity of the growth process is not perhaps surprising for selected regions. Bohemia and Silesia present for instance a continuous log-linear growth suggesting a long-term expansion that seems to predate the 1867 Ausgleich. This kind of long term development is conceivably tied to the presence of coal and iron mines exploited all along, and the related industrial activities. The technology of the first industrial revolution was characterized, as it is well known, by and intensive use of natural resources. Progress then saved labour with the introduction of innovative machines. Progress did not save raw materials; it enormously increased, in part because of the low efficiency of early machines -Newcomen's atmospheric engine is an examplethe consumption of energy. That is why the "natural" industries of the day were those that consumed local raw materials, that burned local coal, exploited iron ore mines, or other local available resources.
31 A factor endowment story thus, tied to the prevailing and well consolidated steam-based technologies of the time. Gerschenkronian "take-offs" stimulated by economic policies (such as the Prime Minister Koerber's programme for economic development in the pre WWI-decade) and similar arguments seems of little moment in these cases. The estimates in Figure 5 Panel A shed also light on the much debated period of the 1870s characterized by the "Panic of 1873," as Kindelberger (1990) refers to it. A significant drop in the level of pcGDP is particular evident in the case of Lower Austria. The reduction in pcGDP was consistent and in 1879 it reached its minimal value of the whole 1867-1913 period. While the real effect of the financial crisis were thus surely severe, the length of the contraction period was relatively short and, more substantially, the growth of the subsequent decades (the 1880s and the 1890s) was positive and rather sizeable. A new fall occurred at the turn of the century. Again, a severe drop with reduced consequences on the growth of subsequent years. These findings are consistent with the analysis at national level by Komlos (1978) and Schulze (1997) . 32 The case of Bohemia, at a lower scale, much replicates that of Lower Austria. In both cases a significant drop in pcGDP in 1873 followed by a quick recovery after a few years. According to the proposed estimates the 1873 crash had no particular effects on the regions of Galicia and Dalmatia. Figure 5 Panel B refers to the second set of regions (Group B) including the cases of Carniola, Carinthia, Salzburg, Styria, Littoral, Tyrol and Vorarlberg, and also Moravia.
33 In each regional panel the upper part reports, exactly as for Figure 5 Panel A, the logarithm of the original pcGDP series and the estimated trend's level a t . The lower panel refers to the estimated trend's slope b t .
34 With time varying slope models, the rate of change of the series can be interpreted as follows. When the slope component is positive, the trend in the series is increasing. When the slope is negative, on the other hand, the trend is decreasing. The number on the vertical axes also matter of course, in that are informative on the magnitude on the annual rate of change of the trend. The cases of Carinthia and Littoral present similar patterns: a negligible, or even negative, growth first, a turning point in the trend's slope in the mid-1880s, and a final period (1885 on) characterized by a positive and rising growth that approaches two and four percent respectively at the end of the period. 32 The extent of the 1872 spike in pcGDP for the case of Lower Austria as registered by the Business Tax is admittedly sizeable. This is due to the very nature of the Business Tax that includes the transactions involving stocks and bonds as important components. The estimated pcGDP cycle of the early 1870s may thus reflect the speculative bubble caused by exaggerated expectations of future financial profits more than a real macroeconomic phenomenon. However, while the estimated amplitude of the cycle is perhaps questionable, the estimated length of the contraction period appears reasonably sound.
33 The regions belonging to Group B are characterized by a positive estimate of the pcGDP slope's variance (σ 2 ζ ). For these regions, the estimated model includes both of a stochastic level bt and a stochastic slope at. An integrated random walk appears thus as a reasonable statistical model for pcGDP.
34 The lower panel was not reported in the case of Figure 5 Panel A to avoiding reporting, separately for each region, a flat line for the whole 1867-1913 period, coherently with an estimated deterministic (constant) pcGDP trend's slope. The technical jargon adopted in this branch of the statistical literature appears admittedly rather complex. Hopefully, Appendix B helps clarifying things a bit. The estimates for the regions of Carniola, Salzburg, and Styria present similar features. For these regions, as for Carinthia and Littoral, the turning point from negative (or negligible) to positive growth occurs between 1875 (Carniola) and 1880 (Salzburg, and Styria). These regions fail however to join the upswing of pre-WWI decade: the estimated slopes first peaks in the mid-1890s and then approaches to zero in the final years in the sample, resulting in a flat pcGDP from about 1900 on. Figure 5 Panel B also reports the estimates concerning Moravia and Tyrol. The case of Moravia is peculiar in that it represents the only region, within the considered group, with monotonic and rising estimated slope, although with a reduced magnitude (the annual rate of growth is only about 1.2 percent at the end of the sample period).
35 The case of Tyrol and Vorarlberg appears particularly interesting. Three subperiod emerge again rather neatly. The years from 1867 to 1879 are years of stagnation, or even negative growth, of pcGDP. It then follows a transitional period of some 15 years (from 1880 to 1895) characterized by a positive but negligible growth. A final period (1895-1913) of constant and positive annual growth of some 1.5 percent ends the proposed periodization.
36 Tyrol's patterns of growth represents thus, using a nowadays obsolete jargon, the case of backward followers with (somewhat limited in magnitude) "great-spurt" occurred in the mid-1890s. Tyrol's turning to positive growth could be tied to the construction and use of new hydroelectric generating plants. Dams using hydraulic reaction turbines were first used to generate electricity in the U.S. in the early 1880s. A first hydroelectric power plant was built in (South) Tyrol in 1890.
37 The case of Tyrol, similarly to the case of industrial Bohemia considered before, dovetails nicely with a factor endowment story: as it is always the case, natural resources are relatively immobile, but their power to attract depends on the available technology of the time. Already in the nineteenth century the spread and increasing efficiency of the steam engine had meant that energy could be moved by moving fuel, that power could be generated anywhere; but only electricity brought the effective separation of generation and use, and by the early twentieth century power could be economically transmitted over previously inconceivable distances. On the eve of WWI, an expert of the field, member of the Reichsrat and founder of the Unione Trentina per le Imprese Idroelettriche (UTIE), lamented to the Austrian Government the lack of adequate policy measures to help the region of South Tyrol to produce and export electricity as done in North Tyrol for Bavaria.
38 To summarize, this section considered Austrian regions by looking at the temporal evolution of their pcGDP. The estimation results suggest that Austrian regions can be ideally partitioned in two groups. A first set of regions 35 Moravia appears as a borderline region. While from a statistical point of view it belongs to Group B, characterized by a positive estimates of (σ 2 ζ ), it presents characteristics of temporal continuity in pcGDP that make it at the same time similar to the cases of Bohemia, Silesia and other regions belonging to Group A, for which the estimated variance (σ 2 ζ ) is not distinguishable from zero. 36 The decline in pcGDP in the first 1867-1880 period is not tied to demographic factors: population's rate of growth during the early decades was on the contrary rather low, as confirmed by the figures reported in Table A2 .
37 The hydroelectric power plant was built near Trento. It is still working, and satisfies a relevant part of the current electricity needs of the local university.
38 Of the 41 plants existing in Tyrol at the start of the 19th century for a total of about 20,000 HP installed, only three of them (Trento, Rovereto, and Riva) exceeded 1,000 HP. For further details see Lanzerotti (1911) , also reporting a detailed geographical map with the location of the various plants.
(Group A), highly heterogeneous in terms of pcGDP level, is characterized by a substantial continuity of the growth process, as highlighted by an estimated variance of the slope component very close to zero. The group includes Lower Austria, Bohemia, Silesia, Dalmatia, Galicia, and Bukovina. Significant variations in the level of pcGDP are not unusual for these regions. The pronounced 1873 and 1900 drops in the case of Lower Austria and Bohemia show the point clearly. However, these variations do not alter greatly the rate of growth of the subsequent years. The second set of regions (Group B) includes mostly Alpine regions. In this case some form (level and/or slope) of discontinuity characterizes the temporal evolution of pcGDP. The turning point from negative (or negligible) to positive growth typically being located in the 1880s. The next section abandons the region-by-region approach and presents synthetic indicators of overall pcGDP inequality in order to assess the long term evolution of regional disparities.
The temporal evolution of regional disparities
This section considers the temporal evolution of economic disparities among Austrian regions as it emerges from the estimates described in the previous sections. We start by considering the argument of (unconditional) convergence/divergence in the level of pcGDP. To this end, we use a set of standard statistics including the (weighted) coefficient of variation, the cross sectional standard deviation (SD), and Theil entropy index.
39 The (weighted) coefficient of variation is defined as
where Y it and Y t represent respectively pcGDP of region i and of the whole country at time t. The p it term represents in turn the population share of region i. The squared deviation from the mean receives a weight that is proportional to the regional population share of the national total. The sum of the (weighted and squared) deviations is then divided by the national pcGDP. It is thus evident that the (weighted) CV decreases when, all other things being equal, the national pcGDP increases over time. Figure 6 panel A illustrates the temporal evolution of the weighted CV. As a term of comparison panel B also reports the crosssectional standard deviation of (the log of) pcGDP, traditionally considered as an indicator of σ-convergence, according to which the regions are converging if the dispersion of their real pcGDP levels tends to decrease over time. A set of interesting features emerges. Both panels show a moderate longterm reduction, although more evident in the case of the coefficient of variation, suggesting long-term convergence. However both indicators exhibit a non-monotonic behaviour (the "U-shaped" pattern is particularly evident in panel B). These indicators decline during a first sub-period of about 15 years (from 1867 to roughly 1884) and then rise considerably in the last three decades, pointing thus, at least in the second part of the sample, to divergence in the level of pcGDP. A relevant spike in 1872 appears in both panels of Figure 6 and it is related due to the (by now familiar) relevant increase in the estimated GDP for the case of Lower Austria. An additional indicator of the variability of the data is the Theil entropy index:
where ln(q it /p it ) = y it − y t and y represents the log of pcGDP Y . Theil index can be interpreted as a weighted average of the differences ("contrast" in the technical jargon) y it − y t with weights q it represented by the GDP shares. The relevance of this measure lies in the fact that it can be additively decomposed into a between group and within group component. 40 Exogenous grouping can of course be considered. A standard partition of Austria into macro-regions would possibly distinguish Alpine, Bohemian, Carpathian, and Southern regions.
41
Rather differently, we considered data-driven (or endogenous) grouping obtained as follows. We applied a standard hierarchical clustering algorithm, and grouped regions according to similarities in their pcGDP. The results are summarized in panel A of Figure 7 reporting the traditional tree-diagram ("dendrogram"). The vertical axis is informative about the strength of the regional ties, in that the level at which branches merge is related to their similarity. To give an example: Bukovina (BU) and Galicia (GA) are more similar to each other than to Carniola (KR); in addition, Styria (ST) and Tyrol (TY) are more similar to each other than Bukovina and Galicia are to Carniola. 42 The regions of Bohemia, Salzburg, and Upper Austria, form a first homogenous group, as revealed by the low level of the dissimilarity measure reported in the vertical axes of the dendrogram. The second group, more numerous and heterogeneous, includes Littoral, Moravia, Silesia, Styria, and Tyrol. Within this group the strength of "family ties" is particularly evident for the regions of Moravia and Silesia. The third group includes Bukowina, Galicia, Dalmatia, and Carniola.
40 When, as in our case, four macro-regions are considered the Theil index can be decomposed as follows:
ln(q ij,t /p ij,t ), where N j is the number of regions belonging to the j −th macro-region, and q ij,t and p ij,t are the GDP and population share within each macro-region.
41 Thus, for instance, Good (1986) . 42 Alternative linkage methods are available. We tried a few of them and opted for the so called "average linkage", using the Euclidean distance as the distance metric. Results are robust to the experimented alternatives. The group is also somewhat heterogeneous, as in particular signalled by the dissimilarity measure for the case of Carniola. The case of Lower Austria, including the capital, appear identified separately from the rest. Figure 7 , panel B reports the estimated Theil index. The results essentially confirm those provided before by previous indicators (CV and SD), also referring to pcGDP. A moderate longterm reduction in overall inequality emerges as a result of a U-shaped pattern: a marked reduction during the years from 1867 to 1875 followed by a moderate but constant increase in the remaining decades. Total and between components almost coincide so that the within component contributes very little to overall inequality. Figure 7 panel C illustrates pcGDP by macro-regions emerging from cluster analysis. The upper-left part refers to Lower Austria (or macro-region R1) whose level of pcGDP is uniformly above the national average. Over the 43 years considered, the local peaks correspond to the years 1873, 1899 and 1912, while local troughs correspond to 1879, 1891, and 1901. 43 The series is characterized by two essential features. The first is the spike in the early 1870s. With an increase in the estimated pcGDP of some 60 percent between 1871 and 1872 (see Table A3 ), the extent of that spike is sizeable. It reflects surely the nature of the fiscal variable used in this paper to proxy GDP. Indeed, as noticed, the Business Tax registers any transactions involving stocks and bonds. Given the occurrence of the Börsenkatastrophe of 1873, the cycle under investigation reflects thus probably more financial phenomena (including the leverage in the economy caused by the banking system, with a corresponding rising number of speculative transactions) than real macroeconomic ones.
44
However, and most importantly, in so far as the estimated length of the contraction and expansion periods are only weakly related to the level reached by the cyclical peak, the phases of the early 1870s cycle for Lower Austria appear founded on solid ground. The second feature is the severe drop at the turn of the century consisting in a dramatic reduction in the level of pcGDP. From the late 1870s on, the estimates point to continuity of the growth process. The 1900 drop in the level of the series emerges as a one year episode leaving unaffected the pace of growth of the ending pre-WWI decade. The upper-right panel refers to Bohemia, Salzburg, and Upper Austria. The dates of peaks and troughs are largely confirmed. The early 1870s cycle is also confirmed even though reduced amplitude, while the marked reduction at the turn of the century show more lasting effects. A final upswing in the final years brings then pcGDP at unprecedented levels. The lower left part of Figure 7 panel C refers to the third macro-region (R3). During a lengthy first part of the sample (from 1867 to about 1895) pcGDP is hardly distinguishable from the national aggregate. Differently from previously considered macro-regions, the estimates point in this case to discontinuity of the series, with an accelerated growth confirmed by the emerging of a positive gap (vertical distance in the figure) between the two series. The lower right part of Figure 7 panel C refers finally to the last cluster of regions considered (macro-region R4). Regions belonging to his group have a level of pcGDP well below the national average. A much reduced rate of growth is evident, with no significant cycles or acceleration, but for the last years in the sample. Within the macro-region in question (including Bukovina, Carniola, Dalmatia, and Galicia) Dalmatia emerges as a story of a half a century stasis. The "catching-up" region of the group is, as noticed, Carniola that since the late 1880s gained position upon other regions. It is the "anomalous" behaviour of Carniola, by its group standards, that contributes to the visibility of the within components of the Theil index in the final years of the sample (see Figure 7 , panel B.) Overall, the divergence result suggested by the Theil index (Figure 7, panel B) is essentially driven by the vertical distance between the level of pcGDP of the four macro-areas from the national series (Figure 7, panels A-D) . This distance is roughly constant over time for macro-regions R1 and R2, it rises from 1890 on in the case of Southern Alpine regions (belonging to macro-region R3), and widens over time in the case of macro-region R4, leading to growing inequality.
Conclusions
This paper presented annual estimates of GDP at 1910 prices for the regions of Imperial Austria from the origin of the Dual Monarchy (1867) to the eve of WWI (1913) . We expanded the census years estimates by Schulze (2007) into annual series, using tax yields as the index of year-to-year movements. The proposed figures rely on the Business Tax, a particular subset of indirect taxes including transfers of property and other contracts for real and financial assets. The new estimates allow one to consider a variety of research questions for which existing benchmarks estimates are only partially adequate. We focused on two of them.
We started the analysis by searching for regional patterns in the growth of pcGDP. It emerges that the relative continuity or discontinuity of per-capita GDP growth partitions Austria's regions into two groups. The first group comprises heterogenous regions such as industrialized Bohemian, rural Carpathian regions, but also Lower and Upper Austria. Episodes of important variations in the level of pcGDP occur, as in Lower Austria and Bohemia after the 1873 financial crash, but the continuity of the growth process remains for these regions the prevailing feature. The second group includes mainly Southern Alpine regions (Carniola, Carinthia, Salzburg, Styria, Tyrol and Vorarlberg, Littoral, and to some extent Moravia) and presents instead clear evidence of growth discontinuity. The case of Tyrol, with a neat "take-off" occurred in the early 1890s, is particularly representative of the group.
We then moved our focus on the temporal evolution of regional disparities in the level of pcGDP. We evaluated standard inequality measures including the coefficient of variation, the cross-sectional deviation (SD), and Theil index. The above indices follow essentially a U-shape curve: after a first period of decline lasting some 15 years they rise suggesting thus, from about 1885 on, growing divergence. Most of the variation derives from the between component, that is to differences between macro areas, while the heterogeneity within macro areas played a negligible role. The bulk of the divergence can be attributed to the combined effect of the growth acceleration experienced from Southern Alpine regions since the late 1880s and the lengthy stagnation of Bukovina, Dalmatia, and Galicia.
Interestingly enough, the centrality of the late 1880s/early 1890s has also been pointed out recently by Schulze and Wolf (2012) in their study on market integration in the regions of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The authors find that in spite of an overall increase in the level of integration, the process has been asymmetric across regions. Their results show that differences of market integrations among Empire's regions can only partially be explained by economic factors while ethno-linguistic networks mattered. And that "the extent of ethno-linguistic heterogeneity across regions and cities became a force making for asymmetric intra-empire market integration from the late 1880s/early 1890s onwards, roughly in line with the time pattern suggested by the historiography of rising national conflict across the empire." The above findings appear consistent with our results on growth patterns and rising inequality mainly due to differences between macro areas.
Peeking forward, the availability of the new 1867-1913 series for GDP contributes to open a new horizon in the study of regional patterns in 19th century Imperial Austria. One could focus on regional case-studies, or, perhaps more interestingly, provide a better understanding of the economic determinants (regional infrastructures, sectoral composition of the labour force, education, and, perhaps above all ethno-linguistic diversity) behind our findings.
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Appendix A. Sources and methods

Business Tax
The nominal "Business Tax" figures reported in Table A1 use information from four historical sources: Statistisches Jahrbuch, Österreichisces Statistisches Handbuch, Mitteilungen des K.K. Finanzministeriums, and Staatsvoranschlag. The data for the years from 1867 to 1881 are from the annual publication Statistisches Jahrbuch.Those for 1871 were for instance obtained by summing the figures reported at p. 37 (Table " Stempel-Gefäll", column "Uberschuss") of Statistisches Jahrbuch für das jahr 1872, Heft VII, p. 37 and the figures reported in the same source at pp. 44-45 (Table " Tax-Gefäll", column "Uberschuss').
The data for the years from 1882 to 1902 are from the annual publication Österreichisces Statistisches Handbuch. The regional Business Tax data for the year 1886 were for instance obtained by summing the figures reported at p. 249 (Table 5 The data on Business Tax for the years 1867-1906 and 1912-1913 refer to actual revenues. Those for the years 1907-1911 refer to annual provisional budgets. In the lack of overlapping figures on the actual revenues and the provisional budget we compared the provisional budget figures for 1907 and 1911 with those referring to the actual revenues of 1906 and 1912 respectively. Luckily enough, the correlations are very high (around 0.99), suggesting that the provisional budget can be safely used as a proxy for the unknown actual revenues. National figures on actual revenues, always indicated in the sources, were allocated using the regional shares of the annual provisional budgets.
The data are expressed in two different coins: Gulden until 1897 and Kronen from 1898 to the end of the period. We converted all years from 1898 into Gulden at the official rate of two Kronen for one Gulden. To construct our GDP proxy we rely on the estimates by Schulze (2007) for census years. These are expressed in 1990 Geary-Khamis dollars and we converted them according to the rate of $ 3.36 per Kronen.
It is in the spirit of this paper to keep the figures of our Business Tax as close to the original source as possible. However, two corrections have been necessary: the reported figures for Silesia in 1906 and for Upper Austria in 1913 appeared as outliers and ad hoc solutions have been adopted. For the case of Silesia, we interpolated the 1905 and 1907 reported figures and substituted the reported figure for 1906 with its interpolated value. For the case of Upper Austria we could not interpolate as 1913 is the final year of our dataset. The adopted solution was as follows. We first calculated Upper Austria's 1912 share of Business Tax of the whole Austria (net of Upper Austria); we then estimated the figure for 1913 by multiplying the evaluated 1912 share to the 1913 Business tax revenues of Austria (net of Upper Austria). A last correction was needed to preserve the temporal homogeneity of the estimates. The historical fiscal sources consulted report regional Business tax revenues net of the tax collection costs for each year from 1867 to 1911. Exceptionally, for the last two years (1912 and 1913 ) the sources only report regional figures on "gross" tax revenues (gross of tax collection costs), with net tax revenues only reported at the national level. Tax collection costs at the national level amount to roughly two percent of gross revenues and, for the sake of simplicity, we estimated net regional figures for 1912 and 1913 by subtracting, for each region, the same percentage from the reported gross Business Tax revenues.
Cost of living
The estimates of the regional cost of living for the years 1867-1910 are those presented in Cvrcek (1913) . The estimates have been kindly provided by the author. Estimates for the years 1911-1913, are based on simple extrapolations of the national cost of living provided by Mühlpeck V. et al. (1994) .
Population
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Appendix B. Statistical method
Statistics provides us essentially two approaches to conduct structural breaks analysis. The first, more conventional, consists essentially in regressing the level or the rate of growth of pcGDP on a time dummy and see whether the estimated coefficient is significant. 45 In this Chow-style framework breaks are mainly considered as rare events, typically tied to specific events ranging from technological to institutional innovations. Crompton's spinning mule exemplify the first, Gerschenkron's German banks -or other substitutes for the missing prerequisitethe latter. The second approach to modeling discontinuity in pcGDP is based on the so called unobserved component (UC) models of which the local linear trend (LLT) models considered in the main text are a special case.
46 As the name may suggest, in this context one attempt to consider components, such as trends and cycles, that while of direct interest to economic historians are not directly observable. From our point of view, the main advantage of UC models over standard Chow-style analysis is that they allow one to represent graphically the complete temporal evolution of the trend level and growth rate instead of dating exactly the occurrence of a break.
Section 4 of the paper considered the LLT models for regional pcGDP:
The estimation results suggest that Austrian regions can be grouped rather neatly into 2 groups: Group A (Lower Austria, Bohemia, Silesia, Dalmatia, Galicia, and Bukovina) has an estimated value of σ 2 ζ equal to zero suggesting constant growth of pcGDP. Group B (Carniola, Carinthia, Salzburg, Styria, Littoral, Tyrol and Vorarlberg, but also Moravia) is instead characterized by a positive value of the estimated σ 2 ζ , resulting in a trend of pcGDP whose slope b that varies over time.
In this appendix we illustrate briefly the LLT approach to modeling pcGDP by considering artificial simulated data in a purely deterministic setting. We consider three hypothetical regions each with a starting value of pcGDP equal to 100 in 1867. The first region is assumed to grow constantly at a 10 percent annual rate (g). The second region grows at an annual 5 percent growth rate during the years from 1867 to 1889, to grow twice as faster in the remaining 1890-1913 period. The third and concluding region grows, as region 2, at an annual 5 percent rate during the interval 1867-1889; it then grows at the a higher 10 percent rate during the 1890-1900 period; it finally grows at a much lower 1 percent annual rate during the years from 1901 to 1913. No source of randomness is thus allowed in this example and the three cases illustrated are, as a result, purely deterministic. Figure B1 illustrates the estimated components 45 Things are of course a bit more complicated than that. The main text gives a course description of the old-fashioned approach due to Chow, based on exogenous break date. Modern econometric techniques test for a break at an unknown date by recursively regressing the annual growth rate of pcGDP on a constant and a time dummy that passes at some date from zero to one, and tests for the significance of the coefficient on the dummy. See Zivot and Andrews (1992) for a technical analysis of the matter, and Graesly and Oxley for a neat application to the case of 19th century Britain.
46 A detailed treatment of unobserved component models is given in Harvey (1989) .
(the level ξ and the slope b t+1 ) for the case of this extremely simplified economy composed by three artificial regions. The panel labeled as case 1, reports the level a t+1 and the slope b t+1 (lower panel). As expected the log of pcGDP for region one is a linear function of time and the slope is constantly equal to 0.1, consistently with a ten percent growth rate of pcGDP. The estimated variance of σ 2 ζ is about zero confirming that the trend's slope is in this case constant. The intermediate panel refers to the second region. The step in the estimated slope (that rises from 5 percent to 10 percent in 1889) captures the one imposed in deterministic data generating process for pcGDP. The double step at the bottom of Figure B1 reveals once again the changes in the slope of the estimated trend (the first occurring in 1889 while the latter at the beginning of the century).
With obvious caveats, case 1 dovetails nicely with the regions of Lower Austria, Bohemia, Silesia, Dalmatia, Galicia, and Bukovina, characterized by continuous growth, although it doesn't of course account for changes in the levels. Case 2 resembles the case of Tyrol characterized essentially by two growth regimes. Case 3 finally is not far away from the cases of Carniola, Salzburg, and Styria also considered in the main text. The proposed statistical framework, consisting in the estimation of local linear trend (LLT) models, is close in spirits to alternative approaches also searching for discontinuity in the statistical processes governing the evolution of pcGDP. The graphical inspection of the slope has the advantage over more conventional statistical "structural break tests" of representing the gradual evolution of the trend's slope, so that the reader can evaluate its full temporal evolution.
